


THE GOAL
Investigate the delivery, synthesis, and fate of small 

molecules under the conditions of the Early Earth and the 
subsequent formation of proto-biological molecules and 

pathways that lead to systems harboring the potential for life.
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WHAT WE DO



• Integrate the early Earth and prebiotic chemistry communities and 
break down disciplinary barriers that stymy the pursuit of plausible 
prebiotic chemistry pathways.

• Develop robust and fully-parameterized models of early Earth 
environments that can be explored both experimentally and 
theoretically for their potential to host prebiotic chemical 
pathways.

• Promote novel and innovative experimental and theoretical 
approaches to exploring the origins of life abiotic → prebiotic →
biotic transition.

OBJECTIVES



• Identify planetary conditions that can or cannot give rise to life’s 
chemistry and thus inform the exploration for life throughout the 
universe.

• Characterize geochemical and geophysical constraints of early 
Earth environments that can be applied to test, verify, validate, 
and guide existing and future experimental and theoretical 
prebiotic chemistries.
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4.5 billion years ago

Theia, in Greek mythology, mother of the moon



Planetary collision that formed the moon 
may have made life possible on Earth

(2019)

sulfur inputs favored liquid outer core and therefore magnetic field?



The solid Earth looked much like it does now by 4.4 Ga:

•Core formation was complete
•Crust formation had begun
•Atmosphere outgassed from interior
•Surface temperatures were similar to the those of the present Earth
•Liquid water present on surface

(Annu. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci., 2014)



Tim Lyons
University of California, Riverside



Zahnle et al. (2010)

Methane



Simone Marchi

Early Impact History



Cawood et al. (2013)

Origins of continents and plate tectonics

Korenaga (2018)

Emergence above sea level?



Amino Acids, Sugars and Nucleobases 
are Present in Meteorites 

What this means for origins of life earth or elsewhere is debatable, but it certainly does 
mean that the chemistry and the chemical pathways leading to these chemicals may be 
“universal”.



The Three Pillars of Prebiotic Chemistry

Strecker reaction
1850





THE “PROBLEM ” of Transitions
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